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Channels

Shower Drain Channels


Usually it is found difficult to provide slope towards drains if large tiles or
single pieces of granite is used in shower areas /cubicles.



Shower drains with slotted gratings and measuring the full length of the
cubicle is the solution to this problem. Slope is to be provided in the direction
of the drain channel, which is easier.



Outlet from drain channel is provided along with a trap which can be removed
and cleaned from the top.



Where flooring thickness prevents provision of a step down to the shower
cubicle, a shower drain channel at the entrance to the cubicle can be
advantageous.



Gratings are available in many aesthetically appealing designs and finishes.

Anti-flood / Back-water Valve


Usually, precautions are taken while connecting domestic drains to a municipal
sewer network. However, problems often occur causing backflow into private
properties for reasons outlined below:
- Improper flow in the municipal sewer caused by blockages or under-sizing /
overloading of piping network.
- Entry of surface water / storm water into sewer due to improper construction.
Municipal sewers, often constructed in stoneware pipes without extra
protection, are susceptible to rupture / damage due to tree roots entering
through cement joints, over a period of time.



Recently I was in Gandhinagar attending a function at a Community Building.
The structure had a partial basement that housed a toilet, wash area and
kitchen. Drainage from these areas is connected to the city sewer by gravity.



Ground level being higher than the partial basement level, occupants often
found that the sewer flows back into the toilets and wash areas.



To overcome this situation, an anti-flood valve / back-water valve is an ideal
solution.



This valve can be installed at the main drain before connecting to city sewer.



It also has a provision for manual closure which can be utilised when the
residence is not occupied for a long period.



Under certain conditions, such a valve also can be used on rainwater
discharge pipes to avoid flooding of basement / lower areas.

Air Admittance Valve
 It is a nightmare for design engineers when a toilet is introduced by an
architect or by the owner at odd locations which do not permit provision of
vent pipes that are open to the atmosphere.
 This situation occurs on many commercial buildings, IT buildings or
during refurbishment of existing buildings, where un-vented long drain
branches are common.
 Normally, vent pipes, in such cases are either ignored or closed, resulting
in a bad drainage installation.

Introducing air admittance valves in these kind of situations is
advantageous.



This valve allows fresh air into the system in case of negative pressure but
does not allow the escape of foul air.



Air admittance valves can be sized based on fixture loading units.



Air admittance valves cannot replace conventional venting on a project
totally. When a series of AAVs are provided, normal vent pipes are to be
considered. This is because the function of a vent pipe is also to let out foul
gases from drainage system which an AAV does not accomplish.

Floor / Wall Plate for Water Closets
 It is a mystery to many, how a plumber connects a WC having concealed
outlet to a drain pipe.
 Normally the WC is placed over the outlet pipe ‘carefully’ and the rest left to
God Almighty.
 To prevent this kind of a situation, a purpose-made “Floor / Wall Outlet
Plate” is available.
 This allows the WC outlet to be connected to the drain pipe properly and
ensures a ‘leak and odour’ proof joint.
 This also compensates for minor inaccuracies in roughing-in work.

Roof Outlets
 Roof drains in majority of our buildings are provided with horizontal outlets
located at the junction between roof slab and parapet wall.
 Efficiency of this outlet is negligible. It becomes worse when leaves or foreign
particles block the grating of a horizontal outlet, resulting in flooding of the
terrace.
 To avoid this, quite often Design Engineers provide larger diameter pipes or
more numbers of pipes than necessary.
 The correct installation would be to use purpose-made vertical rainwater
outlets with a bell mouth and dome grating.
 The clear surface area of the grating should be 150 percent of the area of the
outlet pipe if a dome type grating is used and 200 percent if flat grating is used.
 Flat gratings should be avoided except in situations like podiums where
pedestrian movement is expected.

PRODUCTS FOR SANITARY
APPLIANCES

‘P’ Trap
 It has a self cleansing design, thereby minimising the chances of blockage.
Unlike a bottle trap, no undesirable internal partitions are employed to create
water seal.
 Flow through a ‘P’ trap is better compared to conventional bottle trap.
 When the inlet pipe of a bottle trap is pulled up, the water seal is broken.
While in a ‘P’ trap, even if the inlet pipe is raised, the water seal is maintained.

Anti Syphone ‘P’ trap


Advantages are same as mentioned before.



This ‘P’ trap is also fitted with an air admittance valve which allows air to
enter the piping system when negative pressure is built-up. Allowing air
into the piping system prevents breaking of water seal especially when the
trap arm is unacceptably long.

Split Waste Coupling
 This is a very commonly used fitting in developed countries, but rarely found
here. Split Waste Coupling is used for connecting bath tub and shower tray
waste to the sanitary piping system, which is pre-installed.
 One piece waste coupling available locally does not allow removal of tub or
shower without cutting and damaging the waste pipes.
 Outlet of a bath tub or shower tray is sandwiched between two pieces of split
waste coupling which are secured with a screw. Waste pipe is connected to the
threaded outlet of the coupling. This allows fixing / removal of tub or tray
without disturbing the piping system.

Bath Waste and Overflow
 Generally sanitary ware / faucet manufacturers supply this item in two pieces.
One is a waste coupling and the other is an overflow fitting. Connecting pipework
between the two is rarely supplied.
 This is normally left to the plumber who installs the tub. Since the waste outlet
and overflow of the tub are not in right angle, connecting two fixed points is
always cumbersome and generally shabbily done.
 Chances of leakages are also more due to improper installation.
 By using proprietary fittings as described above provides a better installation
and avoids leakages, thereby reducing maintenance.

Backflow Preventors

Backflow Preventors


Authorities in some of our major cities recommend separate water supply
systems for flushing and domestic use. This system is not followed in the
remaining parts of our country.



Majority of the cases has one source of water which caters to toilet flushing,
bathing, kitchen and washing areas.



I have seen several projects where water supply lines are directly connected
to fountain make-up water, swimming pool balancing tank, air conditioning
expansion tank and treated water tank for irrigation purpose.



Contaminated water from these services can flow back when negative
pressure develops in the piping system. This can create serious health
hazards.



To avoid these occurrences, use of backflow preventors is the solution.



Backflow preventors can be installed at the following locations :
 On city water mains entering into the premises.
 Inlets to the make-up water pipes for swimming pool, water bodies, fountains,
AC expansion tank, etc.
 Inlet to flushing water system
 Inlet to irrigation water tank



Backflow preventors are available in various models and configurations.

Vacuum Breakers


A Vacuum breaker is one of the options to prevent back syphonage.



Vacuum breakers are normally used on flush valves where outlet from the
unit is directly connected to water closet or urinal.



It prevents the backflow of contamination into the water supply system when
negative pressures occur in piping systems.



The exposed flush valves for water closet are the only ones available in the
domestic market with an atmospheric vacuum breaker.



Recessed flush valves for water closet and urinal flush valves are usually
installed without even the basic safety precautions.

Water Hammer Arrestors


Occupants of multistoried buildings or houses using pressurised water supply
system might have often heard a hammering sound in the piping system /
plumbing shafts.



This occurs while operating flush valves, flush cocks or single lever taps having
ceramic discs. Due to quick closure of these taps, high velocities of water
generated in the piping system suddenly stops and ‘water hammer’ occurs.



This phenomenon is generally neglected by all, which results in damage to the
installations and appliances.



The use of water hammer arrestors can prevent this noise and damages to the
piping system.



Water hammer arrestors need to be sized based on the fixture loading units.



These should be installed at branches leading to fixtures and other locations
where quick closing type valves / taps are installed.

Expansion Coupling / Bellows


These are mainly used in piping systems where differential temperatures
occur and where piping systems pass through expansion joints of structures.



Available in stainless steel, EPDM rubber and braided materials.



Should also ideally be installed at outlet of pumps and similar equipments.



Specific products are available for protection of pipework from thermal
expansion.



These are also used on piping systems to prevent transmission of vibration.

Gas Fired Water Heater
 In many of our major cities like Delhi, Mumbai, Ahmedabad, Gandhinagar,
etc, piped natural gas supply is proposed or already partially available.
 Many residents have adopted the use of gas fired water heaters for their
domestic use.
 Majority of hotels, hospitals and commercial establishments still depend on
fuel fired boilers for their hot water supplies.
 Gas fired water heaters of larger sizes are ideally suited for central hot
water systems.
 This does not emit waste carbon into the atmosphere and is therefore eco
friendly.
 Range available from 200 ltrs to 5000 ltrs.
 Operating costs are lower.
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